A methodology for designing data colection networks in lakes and reservoirs is presented. The methodology is supported on numerical models, geostatistics and evolutionary strategies. The authors define four elementary steps for design, as follows: (i) modeling, to generate the data fields, (ii) sectoring, to make independent the regions inside the global domain, (iii) Kriging, to interpolate and get estimates from the available monitoring networks and (iv) optimization, to generate the set of locally optimal (accuracy vs costs) monitoring networks. The application case (Porce II reservoir in Colombia) is studied by splitting up the entire domain into five sub-domains (Dam, Transition, River, Stream A and Stream B). After splitting, outstanding features for each sub-domain strongly suggest further analysis. For instance, the Dam and River sub-domains have proven to be opposite (i.e. lentic vs lotic, respectively). As a result, the study case addresses the surface temperature of the Porce II reservoir and allows the recognition of structural patterns for surface temperatures.
INTRODUCTION
In order to help in localizing monitoring stations as objectively as possible, the authors have developed a methodology that uses computational tools for monitor-
ing-network design (Jimenê z 2004).
In particular, the software program called MoNiToR Recently, most of the applications in monitoring network design have been done for groundwater systems where human health is likely to be at stake (Carrera et al. 1983; Hudak & Loaiciga 1993; Sturck et al. 1997; Reed 1999 Reed , 2002 . Most of the aforementioned applications locate measurement (monitoring) points by random search procedures, and those that are based on interpolation methods define the estimation variance as the main criterion to select the accepted set of stations (Journel & Huijbregts 1978) . In Reed's work (Reed 2002) a methodology is applied to groundwater systems, where after using data for an interval of time from the temporal series of a pollutant, four criteria are analyzed in a multi-objective optimization procedure to design the most suitable network to detect the plume of the contaminant. In our case the underlying optimization algorithm used by Reed (the NSGA-II algorithm) is adjusted to free surface waters, so that a unique coding in the searching procedure is built on Kriging interpolation and four monitoring schemes are initally proposed (i.e. two for the surface and two for profiles). In this paper a first try is tested with surface networks using maximum temperatures obtained from a real case: the Porce II reservoir in the province of Antioquia in Colombia.
A METHODOLOGY FOR DESIGNING MONITORING NETWORKS FOR LAKES AND RESERVOIRS

Components of the methodology
The basic components of the proposed methodology are specified as follows (see Figure 1 ): (i) a numerical model is used due to the lack of field data; (ii) networks are generated randomly for which the Kriging criterion and amount of stations are assigned in order to conform the initial set of individuals for optimization; (iii) finally, optimization is possible through Genetic Algorithms in order to obtain the best set of solutions on a cost-effective basis. For the sake of improvement of the methodology there remains the feedback process; as optimized monitoring networks improve the quality of the recollected data, the model would generate better simulations based on minimum and reliable free-redundancy information (research is still needed on this).
Temperature modeling
Water temperature is one of the most robust parameters in lentic waters; for this reason it was considered for this first trial application (Palacio et al. 2002) . The governing equations and temperature models used by ELCOM are summarized in its scientific manual (for more detail see
URL:
http://www2.cwr.uwa.edu.au/~ttfadmin/cwrsoft/ doc/elcom\_science) where equations for transport and surface thermodynamics (i.e. temperature transport and total heat flux) are represented for 3D modeling.
Ordinary Kriging interpolator (OK)
OK, when used as an evaluator to design monitoring networks, turns out to be an attractive method for its featuring minimum-estimation-error variance that ensures that those sites which, although not having been sampled, could be assigned a level of uncertainty (Carrera et al. 1983) . 
In order to conquer an unbiased method for estimating, Kriging focuses its major efforts on making the difference between real values and estimates near zero (i.e. m R = 0).
This turns out to be quite complicated since there might not be enough information to obtain m R (real mean). Assuming a stationary-random-function model as a conceptualization of the unknown values as the outcome of a random process, the expected value at any place is E(V); where V is the variable to be estimated. If it is considered null error expectancy among the random variables to make the estimation unbiased the sum of the weights for estimation must be 1 (Isaaks & Srivastava 1989 ):
Kriging distinguishes itself from other estimating methodologies in minimizing the variance of the estimation errors. The variance of the residuals contains covariances (C ij ) and statistic variances 2 ; the former builds on pairs of data and the latter is obtained from the entire set of available information, as follows:
Before making the residual variance minimum the constraint imposed by the expression (2) has to be considered, which guarantees that there will exist a set of weights that yields 1 to avoid bias results after estimating.
To solve a constrained minimization problem as an unconstrained one the technique of Lagrange multipliers is used, adding a new term to the set of equations (m: Lagrange multipliers). As an outcome from all the features described above, Kriging is defined as the Best Linear Unbiased Estimator (BLUE). The OK system, then, is defined by the following expression:
. . .
where the dot product between a covariance matrix (C) and a vector of weights (W) yields a vector of covariance between those sites to estimate and those that are known (D). The solution of this system is the set of weights that will be assigned to the available data to compute estimates.
Evolutionary strategies: genetic algorithms
By providing the following definition and description of terms derived from Genetic Algorithms (GA) it is intended to make the reader familiar with the basics of the optimization procedure used by the proposed methodology.
According to Mitchell (1996) Genetic Algorithms (GA) are stochastic techniques based on applications of analogies between nature and random-searching problems. Before choosing between evolutionary strategies and deterministic optimization procedures (DOP) there exist several conditions that should be taken into account by the designer when deciding on whether Evolution-based Multi-objective Optimization (EMO) is a better alternative when compared to DOP (Mitchell 1996) . For example, false optimums (false maxima/minima) that might lead to premature convergence is a problem in which EMO performs very well. In addition to the latter, EMO is a good alternative when any of the following conditions are present: (i) knowledge of the searching field is minimal; (ii) objective functions are noisy;
(iii) the designer is looking for solutions that are good enough for his/her own applications instead of getting an absolute maximum or minimum (Mitchell 1996) . Many of the aforementioned set of conditions are present in monitoring designing; for instance, there might be a case where the designer does not intend to obtain the cheapest network but the one that supports a defined region that is very important for his/her particular aims. 
The foregoing statement says that an individual from a population dominates another one if and only if the former performs better than the latter in one objective, at least; it must also accomplish that for the rest of the objectives, for which there is no thorough dominance, there must be equality with regard to the dominated individual. et al. (2000) have implemented the automatic speciation process to the original NSGA that initially demanded a set of parameters which turned out to be quite cumbersome while finding the king of the niche. This problem has been solved by the cuboid distance technique, through which it is possible to isolate unique solutions that guarantee a thorough covering over the searching field; as a result, a second version of NSGA was developed (NSGA-II).
Deb
Coding monitoring networks for GA
Before proceeding further through the basics of evolutionary strategies, it is necessary to be familiar with the analogy established between individuals inside an ecosystem and the monitoring networks specifically applied by the methodology for monitoring-networks design. The following is a brief description of the coding process for monitoringnetworks design.
Individual coding
The monitoring network is to the set of solutions as the individual is to a population inside an ecosystem.
The information that determines an individual (i.e. strings of chromosomes) is defined for monitoring networks as a number of monitoring stations with coordinates and data.
For example, if the designer is allowed to choose networks that could contain a maximum of 4 gauge stations (i.e. 4
genes: the chromosome length), the foregoing implies that the number of stations could be up to 4 for each generated network (see Figure 2 ). The number of stations inside a network is defined by a binary system that either activates or deactivates a station to be included or not, respectively. 
Evolutionary operators
Objectives codification
There has been established two objectives to evaluate the set of candidates while optimizing, namely: (i) Mean Square Error, which is the parameter to evaluate the difference between real values (numerically modeled) and estimates (see expression (5)): this is only for the stations assigned to each monitoring network and (ii) the number of stations, by which costs are assessed exclusively based on the number of stations (i.e. the value is directly proportional to the quantity of the stations). There might be cases for which it is not possible to evaluate the Mean Square Error due to constraints on the interpolation method (Jimenê z 2004). In order to deal with these constraints expression (7), which is the penalization function, states that for those sites where estimation is not possible the maximum mean square error value is contained inside a computational cell) and (iii) the number of stations (by a binary system it yields the number of gauge stations).
must be assigned among the set of solutions during each generation:
The above set of expressions is gathered to make possible the minimization problem stated by the following equation: Figure 6 were divide into halves), through which new sets of data were used to make comparisons inside each sector (see Table 1 there is no strong evidence to reject the null hypothesissee the first row in Table 1 ). For the remaining cases differences for their means are evident as p values obtained though one-way ANOVA are close to zero (i.e. p values from 0.00E þ 00 to 5.50E 2 03: see Table 1 ). The foregoing turned out to be the featuring aspect to be considered for the sectoring procedure. For example, note that the region that embodies the river inflow is the least significant to reject H 0 among the remaining cases ( p value = 5.50E 2 03: the highest p value for the remaining four cases), while the area between the river and the dam site is the most 2 One-way ANOVA has as its objective to find out whether data from several groups have a common mean. This is done by statistical evaluation through hypothesis tests (Larson 1982) . Finally, the aforementioned set of cases is reevaluated as an entire domain to generate the Reservoir case (see Figure 6 ).
Kriging parameters
Mean square error and costs are the two criteria evaluated while obtaining the set of best solutions (see the following section). In order to compute the mean square error criterion a set of parameters for Kriging estimation must be fitted according to a cross-validation procedure. After setting the required parameters for Kriging the designer validates the estimates so that the parameters are adequate for the specific interpolation field. In summary, the following is the set of the most relevant parameters for ordinary Kriging: (i) the area of influence of a point over its neighbors is delimited by the Range; (ii) the average maximum variance between a set of points is defined as the Sill and (iii) the Nugget is considered as the discontinuity of the variogram at the beginning. For more detail see Isaaks & Srivastava (1989) .
In Table 2 Transition turned out to be the most extending regarding the influence between samples; that is, within 2.580 m there is still some relationship between the data. On the other hand, the range for River is 1.910 m and the Sill is at 1.600 m, the highest of all, which matched with the distribution of maximum-surface temperatures over all its region. The foregoing means that over short distances there is high variability, mostly along the boundaries of the river inflow.
River and Stream A were the most relevant overestimating cases. The former was due to the effects of higher temperatures over the lowest temperatures of the reservoir, while the latter is affected by the highest values of the variable over sites that are not that warm. Both cases had negative values (overestimation) for mean, median and quartiles (25% and 75%) (see Table 3 In the next section more references will be made to Tables 2 and 3 in designing the final monitoring networks.
Step 4: Optimization
The optimization process is pursued through two steps, as follows: (i) initially, costs and errors were taken together to find an adequate set of parameters (i.e. population size, chromosome length, and number of generations) while analyzing the balance criteria in order to strike patterns of conflicts between both criteria and (ii) based on the previous set of solutions (with two criteria) the designer is able to choose a number of gauge stations as a point of reference from which there may not be any improvement for the other criterion (estimation error). Consequently, there is a set of solutions that performs the best between networks with a unique number of gauge stations.
In Table 4 that is, assuming that the longer the string is the more the chances are to get relevant information from the variable.
With the foregoing try more than 80% in estimation error was gained (3.26). the estimation error and how many stations are critical (the minimum number of stations to get reliable information) upon balancing both criteria (costs and error, see Table 4 ).
This might have been because of the lack of generations, not enough individuals for the population or the chromosome strings were not long enough, that is, every parameter should be tested, producing several combinations until one gets comparable results in estimation errors with regard to the values obtained through the second phase (i.e. uniquecriterion optimization, see Figure 11 (a, b)).
Research
During this paper monitoring schemes for vertical data were not tackled. MoNiToR has its modules to compute RMS (Root Mean Squares) as a first approximation to design monitoring networks for profiles. Because Kriging estimation and cost are implemented only for 2D schemes, it is necessary to make a conversion from 3D data to 2D. One of the direct applications of monitoring networks for profiles is to be able to define how stratified the body of water is. 
